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IN PRACTICE

On the Difficulty of Forgetting:
Recollections of the Basel

Symposium on Ghantal Akerman

Edited by Eva Kuhn and Ute Holl

Figure r. Lä-bas (zoo6) In October zor6, we organized a symposium in Basel, Switzer-

land, in cornmemoration of Chantal Akerman. Through screen-

ings of her fihns, as well as talks, presentations, and accounts from
friends and collaborators, the event focused on issues of remem-

bering and forgetting. In Akerman's films, history insists, returns,

refuses to disappear-memories are haunting and haunt those

who were and are persecuted. The conference examined Aker-

man's cinematic strategies of taking time to forget, transforming
the traces of history into resistant forms. In working with cine-

matic forms of alienation, repetition, and permutation; in invent-

ing shots that point to the lacking and the missing; in transmit-

ting unexpected voices and sounds; and in creating hybrid forms

of unadaptable identities, Akerman unflinchingly produces forms

of persistent memories.

Akerman masterfully deploys comedy, drama, the musical,

documentary, essay, and adaptation to depict history as a bold con-

frontation of catastrophe and comedy, duration and explosion. In

Carneru Obscura roo, Volume 34, Number r

oot ro.tztg/oz7og346-7264t84 @ zorg by Carnera Obscura

Published by Duke University Press
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Figure z.

Hotel Monterel !gJz)
getting changes, but the exhaustiveness of the rumination and

the flight from certainty are perceptible under the surface of her

characters' faces as fatigue.

Emmanuel Levinas, a philosopher with whom Akerman felt

a special affinity, invested fatigue with a moral dimension, seeing

it as a horizon of subjective seliconsciolrsness, a product of effort,

and a confrontation with indeterminacy.2 This indeterminacy

courted by Akerman (and manifest in her shots' irresolution and

her pronouns' and deictics' ambivalence) structures the memorial

dynamic she installs through her sitting "portraits."

Startingwith JeanneDielmcr,n, 4 quai du Commerce, roSo Bru-

xellcs (Belgium/France, rg75), what is at stake for all of Akerman's

tragic characters is the desire to endlessly retrace and erase what

one knows. One could, of course, place pressure on the author's

own thematic obsessions and ask what Simon (Stanislas Merhar) in
La Captiae (France/Belgium, zooo), Almayer (Stanislas Merhar) in
Almayer\ Folly (France/Belgium, zorr), andJeanne Dielman (Del-

phine Seyrig) have in colnmon. The last shot of each film provides

some answers: these shots are protracted, and in each, the insistent

focus on the protagonist produces at once a sharp image and a

correspondin g honor aacui. In these tour-de-force scenes in which

barely anything happens, we watch, in a distilled form, the con-

stitutive and destabilizing potency of Akerman's durational and

cumulative strategies. The only conclusion for the films is to return
their protagonists to a state of suspended, inconclusive uncertainty
(fig.s).

Working as a coda to the films, what I call Akerman's "por-

traits" unremittingly display characters who lose and belatedly

her films, outbursts of rage are dealt with silently. The everyday

takes place with force. Normality breaks through unexpectedly.

Everything moves calmly against the grain. In her early film Hotel

Monterey (Belgium, rgTz), shot by Akerman together rvith camera-

woman Babette Mangolte, the camera suddenly moves after forty
minutes. An exit sign appears in the corridor, but there is no way

out in sight (fig. z).

The following short texts by the participants in the sympo-

sium condense their contributions, their thoughts, and the some-

times contradictory positions that surfaced after the viewing of
Akerman's films. Films served as..spaces of resistance, reconsidering

the boundaries of history and presence, of fiction and document,
and of biography and historiography. The authors are scholars,

curators, and collaborators; some were her friends; many share sev-

eral of these attributes. As organizers of the symposium, we asked

them to shed light on their papers by returning to the theme of
the difficulty of forgetting. "My story is full of holes, full of blanks,"

Akerman wrote.l The only thing she forgets, Akerman said, are her

dreams. That's not entirely true. In her films we can see her trans-

gressing the borders of memory and projection, dreams and reality. Figtre g. Jeanne Diehnan,

zj quai du Cornmerce, ro9o

Bruxelles (t975)

ß

€

The Wish for Unknowing: Exhausted Finales
lvone Margulies

Chantal Akerman's ruminative aesthetics balance the active wish

for unknowing with the difficulty of forgetting. The object of for-
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attempt to reestablish their equilibrium. It is therefore not by
chance that one recognizes in the weariness of Almayer some of
the gestural components ofJeanne Dielman and her breakdown.

Abandoned by his beloved daughter Nina, Almayer vows ro
forget her, to erase her from his mind. InJoseph Conrad's novel, he
reinscribes his loss as memorial mounds of sand, covering over the
footprints that Nina has left on the beach. In the film, the arnbiva-
lence between forgetting and remembering appears through the
un/certainty that flickers through Almayer's maddened face. We
watch him as he understands something and denies it, exposing
a disjointed consciousness coming, in spurts, into being. This
extended close-up has a relentless continuity, growing closer under
a cold light that spells out the inescapability of the presenr. We can
make out the mesh of tears and sunlight, the inward smile, but
this visual definition comes at a cost. We fully register the char-
acter's horrific will for, and the actor's terrific performance of,
unknowing.

The matrix for this oscillatory unknowing dynamic is

the mother, a character in Akerman's novel A Family in Brussels:

"Thanks to her daughter from M6nilmontant she knows what's
going on . . . and with what's going on there she'd rather not think
about it anyway. If she thinks'about it, she starts thinking about
everything that she doesn't let herself think about. She's very good
at not letting herself think about what she doesn't want to think
about, at least she is trying to be good at it. She's trying and it's so

tiring."e

In rethinking Akerman in the context of the Basel confer-
ence's "difficulty of forgetting" theme, the exhausting push-pull
between fusion and autonomy (with her mother) that so thoroughly
structures Akerman's work and her ruminative dynamic comes
to the fore. Exhausting refers to the tiring succession of thoughts
following one another in flight so as to avoid any flash of actual
knowledge-in this case, of her mother's experience at a concen-
tration camp. But I also have in mind Gilles Deleuze's distinction,
regarding Samuel Beckett, between tiredness and exhaustion:
"The tired has only exhausted realization, while the exhausted
exhausts all of the possible. The tired can no longer realize, but

the exhausted can no longer possibilitate. . . . He exhausts himself
in exhausting the possible, and vice versa.'4

Akerman operates in between the psychic and the artistic

notions of exhaustiae.In true minimalist fashion, the artist exhausts

the possible through alogical series, quirky dialogues, and a tex-

tured accumulation of time. Duration and seriality, formal strate-

gies in Akerman's work, are the mechanisms of exhaustiveness, a

Beckettian exercise around particularly haunting voids.

The Partition of Absence
C6cile Tourneur

In tg7z, the young Chantal Akerman left Brussels for NewYork.

Four years later, she made Ittrews from Home (Belgium/France,

ry76), a film about her experience of exile, superimposing dif-

ferent spaces and time frames through sound,/image disjuncture,

as well as two experiences of absence (fig. +). Akerman reads

aloud the many letters she has received from her mother since

arriving in NewYork. Her voice attempts to extend the "home"

of the title from Brussels to NewYork (and vice versa), across geo-

graphical and temporal distance, by creating a third space, the

space of the correspondence itself. The vocal interpretation ofher
mother's written words is an echo of her initial, presumably silent,

reading of them. These painful words, rehashing the absence

of the daughter, resonate as a score among the other sounds of
the city: the roaring of the subway, cars passing by, a boat leaving

the harbor. Those recorded sounds are the symbols of movement

and travel and are, in a certain way, addressed to her mother as a

replay. If Akerman's life experience at this time was impossible to

describe with rvords, she could share it with images and sounds,

as if she were trying to find her cinematographic alphabet. These

repetitive noises can be connected directly to the eternal return

of the voice-over, singing the same melody over and over again,

with slight variations, sometimes swallowed by the rumeur of the

city. The frenetic rhythm of the writing style and the way Aker-

man chooses to read the letters seem to fill up any space that
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Figure 4. Neutsfrom Home

(.s76)
aspect of her filmmaking. Two confessional moments attest to

this: first as parable, second as method.

In the beginning of Histoires dAmeri4ue: Food, Family, and

Phitosophy (France,/Belgium, rg88), as the Staten Island Ferry ap-

proaches Manhattan, Akerman recounts the story of a rabbi: "He

passed through avillage to get to the forest, and there, at the foot

of a tree (and it was always the same tree), he began to pray, and

God heard him." Generations pass, and his progeny increasingly

forget the details: first the location of the tree, then the locations of
the forest and village, and eventually the words of the prayer. The

great-grandson only remembers the vaguest details of the story, yet

at the mere telling of it, "God heard him." Akerman admits at the

end of this parable that not only does she not know the place or

the prayer, but she doesn't even have children to whom to recount

the story. Not knowing as a form of cultural forgetting begets its

own inquiry.
The second confessional moment that institutes forgetting

as a structural necessity in and for Akerman's work, and even a

guide by which others might also learn to make films, is when she

tells us, in the last chamber of the installation From the East: Border-

ing on Fiction (tggb), that "One must write when you want to make a

film, although you know nothing about the film you want to make.

And yet you already know everything about it. But you don't realize

this. Fortunately, I would say. Only when it is confronted with the

act of making itwill it reveal itself. . . . And slowlywe all realize that

it is always the same thing that is revealed." The filmmaker must

forget what she knows in order to begin the process of making a

film, which will then reveal itself as something already known, indi-

cating the latency of memory and the compulsion to repeat. Yet it
is the forgetting that is essential ifone is ever to start.

might have been available to tell another story, one relevant to
Akerman's mother's life. The words are missing. The soundtrack
could have been played more slowly, but its pace fits perfectly with
the emergency contained within the letters. It is halfway between
the hurried discourse of her mother and Akerman's own tone and
rhythm, instantly recognizable to those familiar with her work.
The fragile tie between the mother and daughter exists through
a common breath. Each of them is the absent one, playing simul-
taneously the part of the one who is longing for the other and
the one who is trying to compose with her memories but never
forgets.

On the Necessity of Forgetting
Alisa Lebow

Although our task was to write about "the difficulty of forgetring
in Akerman's work," I feel compelled to write about its necessity.
Memory and its correlate of forgetting have ample resonance in
the themes and scenes of Akerman's films and installations; the
invocation to remember drives much of her documentary work
and her fiction films as well. Whether through the loving reen-
actment of her mother's gestures in Jeanne Dielman, zj quai d,u

Commerce, toSo Bruxelles or the agonizing retracing of the length
ofrough Texas road on whichJames ByrdJr. was dragged in Sud,

(South, France/Belgium, rggg), Akerman revisits sites and move-
ments that clearly haunt her memory and in turn come to haunt
ours. And yet,by her own admission, forgetting is an integral

Figure 5. DIst (t993)

lltEl
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lntroduction to the Screening of Lä-bas,
Basef, 22 October 2O16
Claire Atherton

across the street, the building of the plant man, the neighbor's

building, the building with plastic, the son of the woman with tl-re
Marlboros, the neighbors on their balcony . . .

When we heard the first phone call in the rushes, we felt

there should be other calls, so we recorded them and added them

during the editing. We did the same thingwith the sounds of every-

day life. Itwasn't a decision thatwas rnade in advance; it came dur-

ing the process. Chantal was very receptive to chance. For instance,

one day I was racing through some footage of a night sequence

from the plane, and it occurred to us that the speed created ten-

sion. So we decided to use it in the film.
There is one last thing I would like to tell you. One day-I

think it was about the fifth day of the edit-Chantal had an

appointment and wasn't there. I began to look at the images, and

I couldn't connect with them at all. It's not that they were not well

filmed; it's just that I wasn't feeling any tension. I began to worry.

I started wondering if my response to the images had been linked

to Chantal's presence next to me. Then at one point in the rushes,

the phone rang, and I heard a man's voice answer and say: "No,

Chantal is not here today. I am filming a little bit by myself." I was

incredibly relieved. When Chantal came back, I told her what had

happened, and she smiled. I think she liked this story.

I learned a lot about editing from studying Chinese philosophy.
In Chinese thinking, particularly for the Taoists, efficiency is not
planned in advance; it comes from the potential of a situation.
That means process and effect are linked, and it also means that
different layers of signification appear during the process of
creation.

Each time Chantal wanted to make a documentary, she had
this same approach. She needed to discover while doing. If she
knew too well what she was lookir-rg for, she would no lor-rger have

the desire to make the film.
When Chantal was asked to make a documentary about

Israel, she had some resistance. She said, "No, uot me. Chantal
and Israel: it seems a little bit too heavy." But it was too late. Some-
thing had happened; she was feeling amracred to the idea. So she

went there, to Israel, lvith a camera. Before going, she wrote a lot
of notes, but she lost them.

She arrived in the Tel Aviv apartlnent, and she found herself
unable to go out. She looked out herwindow. One day she made an
irnage, and from that moment on she felt it was not about Chantal
and Israel anymore; it wasjust Chantal fihning. Since she couldn,t
go out, she went on filming from her apartment, and she also did
some writing every day. One day she went out, and she fihned on
the beach.

When she came back to France, she called me to look at the
images with her. She gave me the tapes and her writing, and she
said, "Let's see if something is possible." It was always a very power-
ful moment when we discovered the images for the first time. We
wouldn't talk very rnuch. Sometimes we gave names to the images.
I usually wrote the names and our impressions in a notebook. I
recently found this notebook, so I can tell you some of the names:
the plant man, the wifb of the plant man, the woman with the Marl-
boros, the workers, the sea, the.workers between the curtains, the
yellow building, the neighbor of the plant man, the woman from

When a Scene Breaks into Song
Eva Meyer

One might think that Chantal Akerman's Golden Eighties (France/

Belgium,/Switzerland, rq86) is her attempt to tap into an easy-

going genre. She wants to get "away from the camps," which cast

a shadow over her life because of her mother's history as a Holo-

caust survivor. She says: "I felt so trapped that I wanted but [to]

breathe. These days I'd rather sing." She longs "for lightness. I've

come to a point in rny life where I want to be lighthearted."5 But

her gay and colorful film doesn't satisfy the expectations of a

musical comedy when it brings up an event that surpasses it: love

or the burden of the past, whose repetition forms tl-re series within
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which this musical comedy unfolds. And we realize that a leap
into the future can turn around so far back in time that it leads to
the camps after all.

We need song and dance to understand this leap better. If
there is an inexplicable event here, it will not be reconstructed. It is
transferred to a rhythmic monotony that eludes the piety of mem-
ory by generating a collective tension and a collective spell. These
do more than disenable the usual cinernatic flashbacks of personal
memories. They replace them, though without effacing their rami-
fications in time, which now involve numerous people, breaking
down the individual larv of causality into false continuities. These
hold on to those tensions. They insert themselves into the tensions

and carry on working with singing and dancing bodies. They get
close to the point where the secrets of memory, of dream, and of
time intermingle and where the real and the imaginary become
indistinguishable.

Though we are given a story as a narration of memory,
that story is punctuated by ruptures regulated by dance and song.
These ruptures mutualize the distances and overcome blame cul-
tures. We discover a work of nonrepression that neither talks nor
keeps still. Through singing and dancing, Golden Eighties passes

from the narrative to the spectacular and enters another world,
another person's dream or past. This work is not a personal capac-
ity of remembering, nor is it a collective story. It is a transference
that divides and loses and recovers itself as an incommensurable
or free and indirect lelat-ion.

Figure 6. Jeanne Diehnan, zj quai tlu Commerce, to9o Bruxelles

(r975). Courtesy ofJanus Films

Food or Family?
Mathias Lavin

From Sauternaaille (Belgium, 1968) to No Hotne Moaie (BeI-

gium/France, zor5), a culinary motif is recurrent: spaghetti with

tomato salrce in Saute ma uille (the same meal returns in Portrait

dune jeune Jitte de la f.n des annöes 6o d' Bruxelles fFrance, t99g]);

steak and fries, sandwiches with butter and cheese or Nutella iny'
tu il elle (Belgium/Fr ance, rg74); potatoes, veal cutlets, and meat-

loaf in Jeanne Dielman (fig. 6); chicken, pizza, and clam soup in Ä

Couch in lr'iew Yorh (France/Belgium/Germany, tgg6); and so on.

Although Akerman's cinema is deeply autobiographical,

religious dietary restrictions that would connote her family's

Eastern European Jewish origins rarely appear. One exception

occurs in Histoires dAmörique, perfectly described by Tlrrim, during

the sequence in an outdoor restaurantwhere (mostly) elderly men

tell Jewish jokes. This collective meal also stands out because

Akerman's characters ofteu eat alone. The heroin e of Saute ma uille

locks the kitchen door as if she wants to eat in radical isolation.

More comically,in L'Homme älaaalise (France, rg83), the character

avoids the man she's hosting and prefers to have breakfast alone.

Sometimes the food theme implies the impossibility, sometimes the

refusal, to eat. The reason can be economic (the two girls without

The difficulty of forgetting in Akerman's cinema can be exam-
ined in relation to the representation of food. As a social event,

the meal can underline the fihnrnaker's relationship to a histori-
cal and farnilial heritage, as Maureen Türim points out in "Forget-
ting to Eat: A Commemoration" in this collection. In this respect,

tlre subtitle of Histoires dAmörique is indeed telling: Food, Family,

and, Philosophl.
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money in J'aifoim, j'ai froid fFrance, rg8+]), physical (stomach flu
in Lit-bas fBelgium/France, 2tl<l6] ), or more enigmatic (in Demain
on dömdnage [France/Belgium, zoo4], the protagonist and a man
visiting her apartment are unable to eat a piece of chicken).

Food has a profound ambivalence in Akerman's films: it
is nutritious and repulsive at the same time. Just think ofJeanne
Dielman holding the veal cutletwith the extremities of her fingers
as if the meat were a disgusting rag. The meals have a social value
in this film, but they occur in silence or melancholic solitude-
like in many of Akerman's other works. No Honte Moaie offers
another interesting example with its numerous sequences showing
Akerman and her mother eating and conversing. But the conclu-
sion confirms the ambivalence: the evocation of the past (memo-
ries of the Akerman family reconstrllcted by the stories, questions,
and answers of the daughter and her mother) is less about its pres-
ervation than about the beginning of mourning, as time is always
lost.

Figure 7. Les Rendez-aous dAnna Qg78).

Courtesy ofJanus Films

Beyond the Windowpane: l-es Rendez-vous dAnna
Ute Holl

constantly hungry but unable to eat. She cannot participate in this

country.

Wher-r she enters a hotel room, Anna draws the curtains,

and a traveling camera follows her in a horizontal plane. On the

other side of the window, there are again tracks aud trains. When

she opens the windows, the sounds ofwheels and screeching brakes

fill the room. Anna's movement of opening the curtains will be

repeated at nighttime while she stands naked after she has throwtt

a Gerrnan man natned Heinrich out of her bed and room. Again,

she is faced with transportation: with trains moving and people

Iooking away.

Les Rendez-uous dAnna is a portrait of a country and a peo-

ple complacently self-absorbed, including perpetrators rehabili-

tated in a society of good citizens: an ice-cold image of Germany

in brownish colors presents the reality of a country that has cho-

sen to ignore the atrocities committed by its population. The film

assembles symptoms. In its precision it proves, shot by shot and

sound by sound, that the stuff of history was very present in the

rgTos: in the shape of the trains, in the texture of the curtains, irl

the design of coffee cups and wallpaper, in the tulips on the table,

and in the constant mentions of good food. As Ivone Margulies

shows, Akerman's film can be seen as an account ofJewish experi-

The sounds of train wheels hitting rails and of footsteps on
hard floors dominate Les Rentlez-aous clAnna (France/Bel gium/
Germany, tg78). A cold light illuminates the images of train sta-
tions and searchlights on platforms, a functional light, as in train
compartmeuts or hotel rooms near train stations. "F{ow are things
in Germany?," the mother of the film's protagonist Anna (Aurore
Cl6ment) asks, as they talk in a station restaurant. Strangely, Anna
answers with a smile: "There are curtains everywhere, there are
tulips on every table, and . . . it is full of Germans." No trouble, no
inquietudes. The second time in the film thatAnna will smile is at
the end when she sings the song of the suicide lovers.

There is no film on Germany in the seventies that is com-
parable to Akerman's relentless protocol of absence in Les Rend,ez-

uous dAnna. Shot by shot, the film captures the dark side of Ger-
marry's new wealth. Symptomatically, in the city of Essen, Anna is
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ence, battling with speech and \roice to counteract history as writ-
ten by its r,r'inners.6

In the repeated opening ofcurtains there is, I feel, another
dirnension to the film. Akerman ltas construed an interface, a win-
clorvpane, openil-lg torvard the cruelties of persecution and mnrder
cornrnitted againstJewish communities, farnilies, and people that
need to be acknorvledged before atry f'orm of reconciliation can
take place. But the fihn shows that, in realit)', the curtains \,vere not
drarvn, not in Germany in rg78. A country of refusal and durnbness
is portrayed. As is the despair of a filmrnaker.

segment of the filtn, as Akerman's characterJr,rlie eats jam at the

former lover's apartment, an action reminisceut of Marie and the

miser confronting each other as she tries to eat his jam from a

jar in Au hasard Balthazar (dir. Robert Bresson, France/Slveden,

r966).

Food figures repetitively in so many of Akerman's films,

such as the food offered by two of the elderly Shoah sttrvivors she

interviews in Dis-ntoi (France, rq8z), the rninutely followed prepara-

tion of food tn Jeanne Dielman, z j quai du commerce, toSo Bruxelles,

and the kitchen table eating scene in No Home Moaie. Here in this

brief commemoration, I note both the runningjokes about eating

and the recurrent accounts ofthe tragedy ofstarving as depicted

in Histoires dAmörique, 'which bears the English subtitle Food, Fam

ily, and Philosoph,y.The monologue scenes, rendered by actors full
face to the camera, tell of the dire struggles of immigrants to the

US: a man who almost mercy kills his dying wife, only to rethink
his action when she gasps for breath, tells us: 'And she was hungry,

she wanted to eat. And she began to get better." In addition, there

is tl-re woman who tells of a period of despair when "her husband

couldn't feed" their two children, evoking the absence of food as

a dire experience of poor immigrantJews. Interspersed with these

food-laced tragedies are comic dialogues, marry also about food,

that culminate in a long final sequence set in a restaurant, though

staged outdoors like all the other scelres. The philosophy emanat-

ing from food stems equally frorn the comicJe'lvish humor scenes

and from the tales of coping rvith economic difficulties.

Forgetting to Eat: A Commemoration
MaureenTurim

.]Dy urt "]Nl ]o9r'tNt t ujyb :vr 1vp pg
Alts Lerr (lcl lnelrtslr l:rlgesn nor rril esrr.

A pelson czrn folget everythiug but eatirrg

This Yiddish saying, malkins the ceutrality of eatiug inJervish cul-
tllre, tears at the l-reart iu rerneltbering the fihns of Chantal Aker-
man, in colnmelnorating the brave fihn artist, author of an instal-
lation rvhose title places her inside an etnpty refrigerator. "Nisht
fargesn," the Yiddish for "Do not fbrger," so close to the Gerrnan
phrase, sulnlnons the issues ofJewishness I addressed in rny Basel
confbrence presentation that is here elaborated as an essay. Ernpty
refrigerators, forgetting to eat, eating compulsively: immediately
these evoke the constellation of eating scenes in Akerman's fihns
that Mathias Lavin addr-esses as well in his cornrnents on "Food
or Family?" in this collection. For exarnple, the cornpulsive sugar-
eating out of a paper bag in Je tu il elle's hrst section accompanies
the per-fonlative and conceptual display of rvliting as an appar-
ent writer's block spreads fragments discarded across the floor. I
rvrote of this before, in "Personal Pronouncernents in TWo Aker-
rnan Films," and return to it now to retl-rink this sugar compul-
sion, this incorporation of recluced nourishrnent, as cinematic
ritual.T As I noted in that essay, this scene is echoed in the third

Encapsulated (HilStories

Eva Kuhn

In Jeanr"te Dielman, zj quai du Cotnmerce, roSo Bruxelles, there is a

tension between, on the one hand, the blilliant sr-rperficiality and

bold visibility created by the hyperrealistic recording ofeveryday

textures and details (fig. 8) and, on the other, a disturbing opacity

calrsed by the complete absence of classical narrative or explana-

tory logic. And then there is the long duration of the images, their
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Figtrre 8.y'rzrznc Dielnurn, z3 quai

rht, Contnerce, to9o Bmxel.les (rct7r.)
ing adjacent to her apartment in Tel Aviv snmmon this resistance

to the violence of history-by talking, smoking, sitting, clrinking,

and watering their plants (Ld,-bas). Or by filming, like the subject,

respectively the autenr of these films rvho expresses the bigger

historical pictrlre in forrns that are redlrced and introverted to
the greatest possible degree. This reduction lets us see film as a

membrane on lvhich inside and outside, private and pnblic, (auto)

biography ancl lvorld history tneet. Film-as a materially concrete,

audiovisual perception-tlrrns out to be the interface on wllich all

these oppositions converge.

$t

(''

L:

insistence on surfaces and on the rhythms of succession that rvork
independently of the underlying story. In this rnanner, a pres-
ence is created that refuses to go away and that seems as if it could
break open and escape at any moment.

Akerman's cinematic oeuvre bears rvitness to a longing fbr
the everyday, which is not a matter of conrse, as her films clearly
shorv us. Uniform seqnences, patterns, recognizable rhythrns,
lone lapses of time, repetitions, and routines characterize their
strlrcture and content. The films deal with the disruption of these

rhythms and act it or-rt. Things are subtll' brought out of birlance
or the rhythm is interrupted; monotony is gradually derailed or an
order abruptly explodes. The reason rvhy remains open.

The mother net'er reveals much of her story-neither in

Jeanne Dielman nor nhen directly confronted by the claushter's little
camera in her last and rnost.intirnate film, No Home Mouie. In this
film, signs of her dwindling life are intennittently interspersed with
in-rages from the clesert. In an interview farnously held in her paja-
mas shortly after her stay in Cambodia, Akerman talks abor,rt the
book of Exodus and the forty years tI'rat theJewish people spent in
the desert to cast off the rnarks of slavery.s 1,'r a story abor-tt taking
one's time to fbrget. In the case of the concentration camps, some

survivors say that three generations are requir-ecl.

Madarne Dielman's history ancl the history of her neieh-
bor-the histories of all the characters in Akerman's films-are
embodiecl and thus interualized. History is encapsulatecl in peo-
ple as experience. Akennan's fihns cliscern the syrnptorns of these

experiences on the sr-rrfäces of the visible lvorld-on fäces, boclies,

lzrndscapes, city streets, ancl buildir-rg facades. At the sarne tirne,
her fihns show us the streugth rvith which people offer resistance

to these experiences. The neighbors on the balconies of the br-rild-

Endings
Heike Klippel

Like Saute ma uille and Jeanne Dielman, z j qucti du Commerce, to9o

Bruxelles, Neus from Homehas a very clear ending: NervYork's slorv

clisappearance in the fog, seen from the ferry leaving Mauhattan
(fiS. g). The extreme slorvness seems to blind ns to what happens:

the disappearance conceals itself from us, and we are consigned

to a state of an eternal toolate, confronted with the unpalatable

fact that all our gaze can do at this speed is to comP2rre an af ter

r,r,ith a remembered before. The gaze necessarily creates artifi-
cial differences because it can't keep pace with the fluidity of the

chanse. The constant draw of the r'vater, the ceaseless shrinking
and gradual disappearance of r'vhat appears to be the only city

left in an inhospitable rvorld-all this simulates a sort of painless

clrowning.

Figule g. Neus frcnt Hone (t976)
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As at the ends of Sazrle nla uille and .Jeonne Dielma,n, there is

a death here, too. It is the result not of a linear development but of
the nesation ofwhat has gone before. To understand these nega-

tions in terms of mortality is to follow Emmanuel Levinas's notion
of death as absolute antasonism. For him, death is something so

entirely different that it cannot be grasped: the absolute fLlture,
the astonishing, always outwits the present. Death "becomes the
limit of the subject's manfulness. . . . What is irnportant about the
approaclr of cleath is that at a certain moment\ve are no longer able

to be able. It is exactly thus that the subject loses its very mastery as

a subject."e But what might this mean for a female subject rvho has

neither potentiality nor mastery to lose? Of what does her Other
then consist? Akerman replaces mastery u,ith serial repetition of
attempts to take control and, when they fail, of attempts to find
compromises. Her films illuminate diff'erent kinds of comprornise:
in Saute rna aille, fragmentation and the renunciation of produc-
tivity; in Jeanne Dielman, an unattainable fulfillment; in Nezus.from

Home,a patient biding of time that seeks to spellbind its object. The
figurations of death at the ends of these films throw this seerring
passivity into relief and thereby subvert it. Instead of trying to point
to some heroic, absolute Other, they stage cessation as an end that
knows not whether it should morlrn for what happenecl before or
for what r'vas impossible before-for what it has missed.
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